Sales Engineering Guidance To Deliver
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“Our organization invests heavily in training for our presales teams.
Adoption of best practice methodologies requires more than a onetime training event. Having a unified presales productivity platform
provides the process and reinforcement required to ensure that
practitioner overcome the forgetting curve and utilize best practices
through repeatable processes. The outcomes include higher win
rates and faster onboarding while having immediate access to the key
performance metrics needed to enhance operations quickly so that
we can consistently outflank competition and provide higher levels of
- VP of Presales
value to our clients.”

Applying Great Demo! and your own presales methodologies while harnessing Hub, the unified presales
productivity platform, can yield:

Sales Engineering Contributors

Sales Engineering Leadership

• 	Broader adoption of best practices that
enhance collaboration and reduce friction

• System that you can control to easily
implement and refine best practices

• 	Improved tracking of key steps to increase
probability of winning

• More rapid onboarding of new presales
talent to your methodologies

• 	More effectively manage key presales steps
on opportunities that impact success

• Better capabilities to track return on
investment of training and methodologies

If you are interested in learning more feel free to visit either provider and we will gladly show you the
power of Great Demo! methodologies used within the Hub unified presales productivity platform.
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PRESALES TRAINING METHODOLOGIES
Harness Your Presales Knowledge | Improve Your Best Practices

Situation Slides

Illustrations

Menus

A structured way to capture
and communicate the key
information needed for successful
demos and presales activities

Concentrated “Wow!”

Terrific tools that open
conversations with
prospects

Informal
Success Stories
The lifeblood of a presales
organization, enabling crisp
Vision Generation Demos
and discovery conversations

PRESALES STAGES

Discovery

Presentation

Demonstration

Qualify your prospects to
determine their needs

Convey value of your offering to
your target prospect

Effectively showcasing your
functionality to your prospect

UNIFIED PRESALES PRODUCTIVITY PLATFORM
Repeat Best Practices | Track Process Impact On Revenue

Presales Playbooks
Read, write and execute proprietary discovery, presentation and demonstration
playbooks, built on Great Demo! methodology, specific to your business and your
presales stages. Capture analytics to improve playbooks that lead to more wins.
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Solutions
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Insights
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Action

Hub provides a comprehensive
SaaS solution to help technical sales
professionals win more business. For
more information visit
www.hub.inc
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Great Demo! helps software
organizations make their demos
surprisingly crisp, compelling, and
successful. For more information
visit www.greatdemo.com
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